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Jagram offers a variety of roofing options; Felt shingles in 
green or  black, treated timber slats, Western Red Cedar 
shakes, European larch tiles.

Variety of roofing 
options

Jagram ensures that all the timber used in the manufacture 
of our garden products is replaced by means of new trees 
being planted. 

Environmental 
awareness

Our highly skilled craftsmen lead the way in innovative 
garden design and building techniques, a perfect 
combination of classic architecture and functional practicality. 

Outstanding  
craftsmanship

All Jagram products are manufactured from carefully
selected Northern European Softwood obtained from 
properly managed forests, treated with advanced formula 
preservative. We offer 10 years guarantee against rot*.

Highest quality materials
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GAZEBO

This special range of gazebos incorporates trellis panels and boarded 
panels on three sides, with open panels and a balustrade at the front 
of the structure, providing a light and airy feature from which to enjoy 
every moment in your garden. The tiled Winchester Gazebo adds style 
to any landscape.

Brompton Gazebo

   Quality design and manufacturing

   Easy assembly

   Floor and benches sold as an option
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   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

   Benches sold as an option

The Brompton Gazebo is a best-seller among gazebos, looking particularly 
attractive with natural larch tiles. A beautiful feature for al fresco entertain-
ment for family and friends.

GAZEBO
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   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

   Optional Seat and back cushions

   Optional Canvas panel covers
The Chopin Entertaining Gazebo features handmade diamond trellis, 
providing an airy, spacious area in which to relax. This large outdoor 
entertaining space easily accommodates a large table and chairs.
Additionally, we offer seat cushions and canvas panel covers made of 
the highest quality fabric, 100% treated, stain, UV resistant and has 
a waterproof finish which makes them perfect for outdoors.

Chopin Gazebo
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Economical version, no copper roof finish
041291

   Roof tiles available in either black 

 or green

   Floor sold as an option

   Benches sold as an option
The Vivaldi Gazebo features handmade diamond trellis to provide an airy 
and spacious area in which to relax. This structure enhances any garden 
and comes in various sizes to suit both the family and garden.

Vivaldi Gazebo
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Winchester Gazebo  
Pavilion

The Winchester Pavilion comes with a wooden or tiled roof, excellent for 
entertaining the family and on sultry summer evenings. It makes an ideal 
place in which to relax with the sounds of the garden’s wildlife and enjoy the 
ambience.

   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

   Benches sold as an option

GAZEBO
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   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

   Benches sold as an option

Brompton Gazebo  
Pavilion

The Brompton Pavilion is both spacious and elegant, a very popular place 
in which families can entertain guests and enjoy the outdoors. Made of 
high-quality impregnated wood, it will ensure many years of enjoyment 
for adults and children alike.

GAZEBO
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Cotswold Canopy

The Cotswold Canopy Gazebo is our most popular garden canopy, with its 
traditional English styling, curved elements and chamfered 12 x 12cm posts. 
It is also available with the shutter panels that can be opened and closed for 
when you need that little bit of of privacy or shade.

Cotswold
with shutters

   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor, balustrade, drink shelf, shutter 
     panels sold as an option

   Floor, balustrade and drink shelf sold
  as an option.

   Shutter panels sold as an option

   Western Red Cedar roof shingles

Luxury Cotswold
Canopy

Cotswold Luxury Canopy is a timeless classical  structure made with  superb 
materials including Western Red Cedar roof shingles. It is a perfect way 
to add charm to your outdoor room. With its elegant and sturdy laminated  
12 x 12cm stop-chamfered posts it will last decades. The posts are painted an 
amber colour to match the beautiful colour of the cedar shingles.

CANOPY CANOPY
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Baltic Spa Canopy

The Baltic Spa Hot Tub Gazebo is our most popular spa gazebo. It can be used 
in a variety of ways – as a canopy above a spa, as a meeting place for family or 
as an area for dining al fresco. The gazebo shown has been stained oak brown 
following its assembly. The product is supplied in a natural timber finish that 
can be stained, painted or varnished to suit its surroundings.

   Floor sold as an option

   Drink shelf sold as an option

   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

Lindrick Canopy

The elegant Lindrick Canopy features a classic shingle roof. It makes an ideal 
platform for outdoor entertaining or as a cover for a spa or Jacuzzi. A canopy 
with a wooden floor may be the very product you have been dreaming of!

CANOPY CANOPY
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Waikiki Canopy

Looking for some shade in your garden? The Waikiki Canopy with Canvas is a 
perfect choice. It combines traditional English styling, curved elements and stop 
chamfered 12 x 12cm (5”) posts with a contemporary looking UV resistant and 
waterproof canvas roof. Images shown gazebo stained brown.

   Available with balustrade and wooden 
 floor options

  An optional drinks shelf or shutter panels

CANOPY
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   Roof tiles available in either black or green

   Floor sold as an option

Rimini Canopy

The tiled Rimini Entertaining Gazebo features a  heavy-duty, handmade 
diamond trellis, providing an airy spacious area in which to relax with friends 
and family. This large outdoor entertaining space will easily accommodate 
a large table and chairs or fit nicely above a hot tub area.
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Roman Pergola

The louvered roof pergola provides convenience and modern style. Made of 
treated GL-24 grade glulam, it is durable and weather resistant. The pergola 
is equipped with louvers that can be easily rotated with a remote control, 
providing full control over the amount of light. The roof is waterproof when 
louvres are in closed position. Various sizes are available.

  Remotely opened watertight roof included

  Shutter panels sold as an option

  This product is a bespoke product.  
    Please inquire for details

PERGOLA

   Canvas sold as an option

Leto Pergola

The Leto Pergola is formed by connected wooden arches. Its shape forms 
the structure of a dome. Regardless of whether it is erected in the garden or 
terrace, it will certainly draw attention with its sophisticated arched shape, 
and both you and visitors alike, will enjoy the beauty of this engaging 
timber structure.

PERGOLA
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4.00m
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2.87m
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Henley Pergola

  Maintenance-free, durable 
 pressure-treated product

   Excellent support for climbing plants, 
 vines can be easily guided to create 
 a green roof

   Classic design - suits gardens of any style 

   Easy to complement with accessories 
 such as trellis, roof mats, polycarbonate   
 canopy

   Easy to install with pre-cut and pre-drilled 
 components

A classic pergola set that fits perfectly in almost any garden. Ideal with 
climbing plants to create a shady, cozy shelter in the garden or as a walking 
arch. Available in different sizes

Napoli Pergola/Canopy PERGOLA

  Long-lasting waterproof fabric that
 protects from both sun and rain

   Durable, pressure-treated solid wood 

   Easy to install thanks to pre-cut and 
 predrilled components

  Perfect for climbing plants

   Great as a party gazebo -easy to move

An attractive gazebo with a modern minimalist design. Lightweight but sturdy 
and stable structure that can be easily moved when needed. Climbing plants 
will grow quickly on the corner trellis, creating a fabulous effect.
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Georgian
Summerhouse

The Georgian Summerhouse is a classical hexagonal summerhouse with 
diamond leaded windows. This timeless design will add a touch of elegance 
to any garden and provide many years of service. The windows and double 
doors are fitted with diamond leaded 4mm toughened glass. Brass door 
fixtures are included as standard.

  Roof tiles available in either black or green

  Floor included

  Benches sold as an option
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  Roof tiles available in either black or green

  Floor included

  Benches sold as an option

Harrogate
Summerhouse

A handsome wooden garden building, the Harrogate Summerhouse allows 
you to enjoy your garden all year round. The windows and doors of this 
hexagonal summerhouse are glazed with 4mm toughened glass. British-
made brass door fixtures are included as standard.
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SUMMERHOUSE SUMMERHOUSE
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Georgian Summerhouse  
Pavillion

  Roof tiles available in either black or green

  Floor included

  Benches sold as an option

Harrogate Summerhouse 
Pavillion

  Roof tiles available in either black or green

  Floor included

  Benches sold as an option
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The Georgian Pavilion Summerhouse is a large octagonal structure, the 
perfect place for both entertaining and relaxing. The double doors provide 
easy access and the top opening windows keep it cool during the summer 
months. The Georgian Pavilion is an elegant structure providing lots of space 
and is supplied fully glazed.

SUMMERHOUSE SUMMERHOUSE

The Harrogate Pavilion Summerhouse is a traditional garden pavilion, 
available in two sizes. This large timber-built summerhouse with double 
doors will provide plenty of room for entertaining or can be used simply as a 
place to sit and relax. The windows and doors are fitted with 4mm toughened 
glass and the doors feature British-made brass fixtures.
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The Victorian and Edwardian Potting Houses combine classic good looks  
with practicality. They are glazed throughout with toughened safety glass 
and each panel features an opening fanlight to provide adequate ventilation. 
Both Victorian and Edwardian greenhouses come complete with all-round, 
pressure-treated working benches as standard. 

    Second set of staging available
 as an option

Margaret 
Greenhouse

Timber-built greenhouse will be a truly decorative feature of your garden, 
its brown painted wood is elegant and stylish. If in many years’ time their 
elements need to be disposed of, this will not affect the environment. Our 
greenhouses are easy to install and use. Their simple instructions and well-
prepared sections mean that they can easily be assembled. Their well-
planned features make using them a real pleasure.

GREENHOUSE GREENHOUSE

   Floor sold as an option

   Staging sold as an option

   The Edwardian’s doors can be supplied
 to be located in the centre or at one end

Edwardian and
Victorian Greenhouse
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Lack of space for two or three cars? This could be quite a challenge, as building 
a garage to fit two/three cars could be expensive and time consuming. Forget 
about it and go for our Revelatio Carport. The main features of this carport 
are glulam timber arches, 20x20cm laminated posts, modern design and the 
highest quality.

   Roof tiles available in either black,
 green, red or brown

   Infill panels not included

Nevada Carport

The Nevada Double Carport is a beautiful timber-built carport, based on 
glulam timber arches, providing protection against the elements, tree sap 
and bird droppings. In bad weather, the Nevada Carport will also make your 
trips to and from your car far more pleasant. 

CARPORT CARPORT

   Roof tiles available in either black, green,
 red or brown

Revelatio Carport

Double 041838

Triple  041839

3.00m

6.05m

3.42m

3.80m

3.40m

6.05m

5.53m

6.07m

Single 041837

Double  041835

5.85m

8.44m

5.89m

5.86m

3.25m

3.40m
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The Ludlow Lean-to Carport provides the perfect car parking solution. Alter-
natively, this wooden structure could be used within your garden to create 
an outdoor entertaining area as it can provide shelter over your patio. The 
Ludlow carport is erected against a wall of your main building, thus saving 
space. 

CARPORT CARPORT

   Trellis panels sold as an option

Ludlow  Lean-to
Carport

041842

5.60m

2.95m

2.84m

3.21m

   Trellis panels sold as an option
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Our Contego Lean-to Carport is the ideal choice for smaller gardens. It 
protects your vehicles from the elements and provides shelter from the rain. 
More than that, it is incredibly easy to build with three different post holders 
available and way cheaper thana traditional garage.

Contego lean-to
Carport
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Further Information
Our product range includes a large selection of gazebos, garden canopies, greenhouses, 
summerhouses, and carports. However, we also manufacture bespoke garden structures.

All measurements quoted in this catalogue are approximate and in centimeters. 

If you would like further information on any of our products, or would like to place an order, email us at contact@jagram.com

They are made of the highest 
quality fabric, 100% treated, 
stain and UV resistant with a 
waterproof finish.

Top quality, natural wood tiles 
from Canadian cedar, extremely 
durable and beautiful.

A great addition to any gazebo 
that provides shelter from the 
elements. We offer full canvas 
panels, as well as half clear 
canvas panels.  

Tanalised spruce profile boards, 
which are natural and beautiful, 
but are not 100% waterproof.

Larch shingles 10 mm thick, 
cut and planed - the hardest 
coniferous wood. Attractive  
and economical.

Seats enhance our gazebos 
and summerhouses giving you 
maximum benefit. 

Bench Sets

Asphalt shingles that are both 
economical and durable. 

Black or green  
felt shingles

Seat and Back Cushions

Western red cedar  
shakes

Canvas Panels

Treated wood boards European larch shingles

ACCESSORIES:

ROOFING OPTIONS:

CARPORT

   Trellis panels available as an option
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5.00m

Single 041823

Double 041820

The Conwy Carport is available in two sizes as a single or a double carport. 
It is a substantial wooden carport that offers protection against the elements 
plus plenty of covered space for you to work underneath.

Conwy Carport
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